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THEORIES AND FORECASTING IN INTERNATIO^L RELATIONS: 

THE ROLE OF VALIDATION EFFORTS1 

INTRODUCTION 

Periodically, international relations scholars are urged to cast 

the results of their studies in terms of forecasts or expectations about 

the future. The reason seems clear enough. At some future point the     . -'.■.l--r^r- 

forecasts can be compared against actual occurrences and based on the 

degree of confirmation the original research (or the researcher) can be 

evaluated. Moreover, if the forecasts have concerned the near future, 

the investigator can presumably use inadequate forecasts to revise his 

reasoning. New estimates of the future can be made and subsequently 

checked in a cyclical manner to produce successive approximations thai': 

.^ hopefully achieve a continuously improved^ fit between forecast., and sub- -- 

sequent observation. What is more, if the forecast obtains acceptance, 

ii it becomes the basis for prescriptive action. Humans thus participate --"""i-T^,"^'-- 

consciously in shaping their future and engage in self-fulfilling or 

self-denying forecasting. ("If certain occurrences will happen, we need 

to undertake the actions to promote, obstruct or take advance of them.") 

Perhaps few proponents of greater forecasting in international relations 

would state their case in such unqualified terms, but the above descrip- 

tion appears to capture the core of such arguments. The argument has 

'•The authors acknowledge the support of the Mershon Center and the 

Center for the Study of Theoretical Politics in the preparation of 

this chapter. • 
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much merit. A forecast that is stated in such a way as to permit its 

verification against the unfolding future provides one type of criterion 

2 
for validity. 

The difficulties arise in moving from these simple statements of 

aspiration to the development of insights and procedures that can be 

applied in research. At the point of actually validating forecasLr a 

host of philisophi.cal and practical questions arise. What is it that 

tHe forecast repre.-ents? Or put a different way, assuming that a fore- 

cast could be validated, what does it mean? How does purpose affect 

the validation of a forecast? What validation procedures can be 

employed? What about inconsistencies between the results of forecasts 

and other means of validating a theory? How can one confidently know 
...    . - --■  ... • 

(and measure) the future reference system when one sees it? These 

questions tip off the reader to the conclusions to be found at the end 

of this chapter. -Using forecasts as a validation procedure is much 
^-...■-.■ -,=■-    ■■_•;:., ■    t.T". 'J. . V_-..." " ■:■:.—.--   .-•_--.. 

more complex and the results less certain thnn appears at first glance. 

Kevertheless, it is an important, if insufficient, operation for improv- 

ing our knowledge of international relations. For that reason, the 

following pages seek to provide some initial exploration of the issues 

posed by these questions and where possible to suggest some possible 

procedures. m . 

- 

2 See C.F. Hermann, ''Validation Problems in Games and Simulations with 

Special Reference to Models of International Politics," Behavioral 

Science 12 (May 1967), 216-231. 

L -   —  
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THEORY AS THE GENERATOR OF FORECASTS 

Assume that wa momentarily set aside the problems of determining 

how a forecast is valid, one question that remains is what do we know 

when we have a validated forecast? In such circumstances, we would 

know that a particular estimate made at some prior time has been con- 

firmed to some degree by subsequent developments. This confirmation 

of forecasts can be variously referred to as validation, goodness of 

fit, verisimilitude, isomorphism, verification, or accuracy. Beyond 

this information about the relationship between the forecast and actual 

events, however, we frequently want to infer something about the means 

and the source by which the forecast was generated. More specifically, 

we might normally wish to infer something abrut the ability of that 

source to generate other forecasts. ("Carl vao correct in aitticipating- -''' 

the outcome of this week's soccer game, but will his judgment be as good 

for next week's match?")  In this simple example^ the inference is about 

the ability of an individual to make a'forecast."unless h^lSs'making "" 

an ungrounded guesi-,, the forecaster performed some calculations-that - '<S& 

formed the basis of his estimate. As long as they remainedunarticulated 

we know very little about the mental images or models that generated the 

forecast. Policy makers also have mental images which they use in esti- 

mating the future. For example, an expert on the Soviet Union probably 

has mental models of how political decisions are made in that country. 

He could use these images in evaluating the alternative future policies 

that the USSR might take on a given i^sue. Similarly, scholars also 

use mental models or images which delineate the problems they should 

attack and the likely approaches to delineating forecasts in a particular 

....— .   h^tm 
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substantive domain. Tnese mental images are frequently relied upon; 

unfortunately there are major problems associated with this form of 

forecasting with respect to establishing the validity 01 its source. 

Different researchers have different mental images, each dealing with 

a wide range of overlapping substantive interests, and each frequently 

inconsistent with the others. We are faced with difficulties in knowing 

which images are applicable in a specific case/andJiecäusc^the-relabion- 

sTri^>s^Ja_eadi--^»age-^ge--naI^explicitly and clearly identified. ^ The 

sources of contradiction may not be obviouslbecause the relationships 

in each image are not clearly defined. The lack of explicitness in 

mental images makes it difficult to communicate the assumptions upon 

which any forecasts are based. In cases in which disputes about alter- 

native outcomes actually are recognized, unidentified assumptions implicit 

in the mental images that researchers hold frequently are the cause of 

these differences.  Perhaps more importantly in long range projections, 

it is difficult" to manipulate the variables in mental images in order 

to assess the variovs impacts of individual changes that could operate 

on the initial condit'.ons. Thus, the complexity of social phenomena 

makes it extremely difficult to move from a vague set of assumptions 

about the world through the dynamic consequences resulting from these 

assumptions to various forecasting alternatives. 

As many chapters in this book make clear there are maay ways of 

generating forecasts. The unexplicated.mental images in the minds of 

one or more individuals are only one such means but they are a frequent 

one in international relations. They deserve attention not only because 

of their frequency but because they illustrate a basic problem. When 

one or more forecasts are used as a means of validating the utility of 

■irtMÜMilM^MÜlMMliÜlMiMihMlBWÜaMi^il'Miii M 
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an explanatory source for subsequent forecasts and explanations, the 
y 

components of the forecasting system and their logical relationship^ to '^ 

one another must be explicit. Otherwise, what can be inferred about the 

validity of any future performances of the system will be quite limited. 

In shor»-, we assert that in order to use forecast validation as a means 

for Inferring the future predicative capability of the source, the 

source should have the characteristics of a deductive theory. Such a 

requirement certainly limits the range of sources that can be subjected 

to validity estimates through.forecasts. Nevertheless, the requirement 

of a deductive theory as the source of forecasts seems appropriate, if 

our validity studies must take into account the following considerations: 

(1) Forecasts are used to estimace the utility of the source for 

future forecasts. 

(2) It is necessary to establish the parameters or boundaries 

beyond which the source may decline sharply with respect 

*ii-i:'       ' - - - to the accuracy of its forecasts. -...._.  ........ 

(3) The forecast concerns a dynamic reference system that is 

. ., • ■ • •• . . •■ i - . 

suspected of containing some components that can assume a 

substantial cc&ge of values which in turn may yield quite 

variant outcomes. 

We believe these are conditions that frequently confront the international 

relations scholar who evaluates the validity of forecasts. 

Before proceeding further, it would be desirable to offer some 

definitions of the basic terms we have been using. A deductive theory 

Is stipulated as a set of sentences which is closed under deduction. 

that is, the set contains any sentence that is logically implied by 

■ -■-■--   ■ÜHIM^^ 
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any o'-acr sentences in ehQ set.    Generally the sentences in a theor>' 

are asserted to be true (of some world). 

A Lorecisl  is generally thought to be a statement made at one 

CL.-.:«; «Stouc c'.-.r-. stace jf jjrid wurid ,iz  üomc f'icure tiuic:. Thus the 

theories to be considered for forecasting must be dynamic theories 

in the sense that the value (state) of some variables are related to . 

values of other variables at other points in time. 

More precisely, consider a theory about some world consisting of 

state variables (x^, X2...xn). We want our theory -to contain sentences 

relating at least some of these state variables to previous states of 

the system. In physics, for example, these sentences are often expressed 

in differential equations of the form:       ;■......—^;-._ . -,-..- .-^ 

dx ■ ££ (*!, X2...xn) 
dt 

An example of a theory of this type drawn from the international 

relations literature would be the theory of arms races developed by 

Richardson.  Kare again differential equations are used to relate a 

nation's level of defense at one tine to system states at previous 

times. 

A second example might be r:he world simulation described by 

Forrester..  The sentences are in tlu: DftAtn language and levels of 

variables at one tine are relanud to l»v/cls at previous times. This 

time, the statements are in difference equations form. 

3See L.F. Richardson, Ams ami  Tns"-c:iri.r.y (Pittsburgh:Boxwood Press, 

1950) and L.F. Richardson, Star, LJI. Lr -. gjj Deadly Quarrels (Pittsburgh; 

Boxwood Press, 1960). 

J.W. Forrester, World Dynamics (Cambridge: Wright-Allen, 1971) 

  - 
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In principle,  a  theory need not be expressed in an artificial 

UBtfiap   (ittch M Dl7;A::0 or differential equations)   to be a rr.enber of 

t..4 CLZi* balaj dIiSU4S«d.    RSMrlAJ  expressed in a natnal  la^ua^-i, 

iUCd  M  Sagl^«h( r^y  also  ^atLszy  the  aiH>/e cj-iüitions.     It OÜLfhC  be 

argued,   for exa-ple,   that Galtung's  "rank theory" meets  the criteria 

set out above.      A problem with most natural language  theories   (including 

Galtung's)   is  that it  is  very difficult  to unambiguously identify the 

objects  and relations being discussed. 

Specifically excluded from the analysis that follows will be means 

of generating forecasts which are not "dynamic" theories of the sort 

identified above.    Thus,   trend and cyclical analysis  that simply project 

- prior patterns withpttt any antecendent explanations are excluded.    So 

too are  the devaloprr-ent of speculative or plausible scenarios, Delphi 

techniques,  and the various devices associated with assessing the validity 

of measures   ( as for example in the psychological test and measurement 

literature).    All have a role in forecasting in international relations. 

But evaluation of  the validity of  the  forecast from such sources has 

limited utility for theory develop-ent. 

Mow that  the class of  theories   to be discussed has been identified, 

it is appropriate  to specify the concept of validity which will be 

employed  in  this chapter.     In discussing a concept such as validity it 

is  important  to distinguish between semantic and methodological question 

of how it becomes known whether a particular theory is,   in  fact,  valid. 

Answers   to  the nethodological question would seem to  presume adequate 

■nStfktl   to   the  StSUBtic one.    Therefore,   the  first  task will be  to 

explicate what will be meant  in  this  chapter when validity  is  predicted 

'J. Cftltung,   "A Stractural Theory c£ Aggression," Journal of Peace 
Scj'j-irrU 2   (1964)  pp.  95-119. " ' 

kMi^ .■^^x^uai^M^^**.- ■«HMIHHIMM 
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of a  tlicory.     A thcory--a set of  sentences  la some  language--is valid 
6       , 

if it docs v/hat  it purports  to do.     Thus,  as  is noted by Forrester    and 

Hcmar^tha question of validitv  is   Li-extricably intertoined with the 

^c   t:J  VAltfl ■rhis  uasc)   a £creca.-.tin^ syscem wlli  ud  ^i.C. 

• ■-  .-■■ 

" • 

number of possible purposes and criteria of validity appropriate to 

these purposes will be treated subsequently. However, we can now state 

the semantic conception of validity being employed in this chapter. A 

theory, T, is valid with respect to purpose, P, to the extent T achieves 

P. Relating validity to purpose, is, of course, compatible with an 

extremely pragmatic view of theory evaluation. This compatibility, 

however, does not require that we adopt such a pragmatic view. One 

might argue, for example, that the purpose of a scientific theory is to 
g 

generate (or be capable of generating) true sentences.  Thus, the test 

of validity of a scientific theory is whether the sentences comprising 

the theory (as well as those logically Implied by these sentences) are 

true. That is to say, for a scientist taking this position to assert 

that T is a valid theory is equival«-it to his asserting that the sentences 

comprising T are true. Kote again Chat tuir, semantic definition of 

validity does not entail any partisuUr methodological position as to 

how a particular theory is known co b« vilM (i.e., known to consist 

of true sentences). For tXMpl«, tt Ettjjjlt bo argued that the goal of 

6J.W. Forrester, Industrial Dynamics (Caabridge: MIT Press, 1961). 

7C.F. Hermann, "Validation Problems in Games and Simulations." 

SSee K.R. Popper, Coni^ctures ggü ^'fv.t:Ai:lor.5: The Growth of Scier^iflc 

Knovlüd'.e, Harper Torchbooks (t96S) ??•  223 ff. 

- - - -"- — *— HiiiaaiNMit ^^ ^^^^^ 
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scLeu'wO is to construct true theories (i.e., theories \7h0se sentences 

are true) and yet still argue that it can never be known v/hether any 

nirz'.z •.•.lar 39RC3Aei :
-J  ttl 'ict 'iriie a?.d the^aS^M be ao^e sort o: 

ialsiri-acijnljL racher than a verirteat ioniot. 

The important point here is that the validity of a theory is 

contingent upon its purpose (s) and therefore it makes little sense to 

inquire of the validity of a theory without inquiring as to its purpose(s)( 

Purpose is just one of the factors that affect the relationship between 

a forecast and the theory used to generate it. The most important of 

these issues must be considered in greater detail. 

SOME CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING THE REIATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN THEORY AND FORECAST 

Let us take a brief review. The theories of interest in this 

chapter must generate forecasts, that is, statements concerning changes 

in the values of objects at different points in time. We contend in 

this chapter that the question of forecast validity is actually one of 

using the forecast to assess the validity of the theory that generated 

the predictions. The assertion that under certain conditions a parti- 

cular pattern of events will occur during some future period of time 

suggests an obvious criterion for establishing validity of the theory. 

If the S')ecif?.ed conditions transpired, did the projected pattern occur 

as predicted? The accuracy of forecasts is certainly an essential 

feature of the validation effort, but a munber of issues uiust be taken 

into account in evaluating the relationship between a theory and its 

fori'cajts. 

ljM4 4_ 
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As ve noted at tho end of the previous section, no discussion of 

the factors that afEcct the interpretation of the relationship between 

forecast validity and the theory which generated it would be complete 

wi-ho-,. .-onsideracion of eh« purpose th^ IUMC intends to nake of bozh 

Che theory and the forecasts. Any interpretation of the accuracy of a 

forecast as an indicator of the adequacy of a theory must be evaluated 

in terms of the purposes of the user. As purposes vary so does the 

degree of tolerance in goodness of fit between forecasts and observed 

patterns of events. In fact, the user's purpose shpuld determine whether 

inferences about the theory from confirmed forecasts are of major importance. 

Elsewhere some distinctive purposes of simulations (one type of theory) 

have been described together with their inplications for validity. Among 

tfM purposes mentioned were (a) the discovery of alternatives, (b) the 

evaluation of alternative outcomes, (c) prediction, (d) instruction, (e) 

construction of hypotheses and theory, and, (f) the exploration of non- . ■ 

existent universes. For the present, however, we need only establish 

that the user's purpose will make a difference. For example, if the 

user seeks explanation for why certain events transpire, then the con- 

firmed forecast may be of minimal value in assessing a theory's adequacy. 

It is quite possible for a theory Lnvolviu.; a number of stochastic processes 

to yield accurate forecasts about a eUM4 system without providing much 

insight into why the observed pilterr u.curs when it does. With respect 

to the degree of accuracy in fovrecaiting, numerous illustrations cone 

to mind. A scholar dsvelopLi- a theory which estimates the rate of inter- 

action NitfMO np.tior.s of opposing •.r.U.Ltary alliances given various 

levels of interstate conflict in UM international sycteo may find 

— - ■—JMlMUMlBI        - ^ 
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fttpport   for his  theory  In a goodlMSfl  of fit  ratio     that remains  quite 

tnodest.     On  the other hand,  a theory  that estimated  the number of ICBM 

launsUas fchat Bd«ild be bulls U* tltiMr the SvvUt-Ibtoii or the United 

Statei WltKoittt decoction '-/  the otiher side vouid have  to have a aiuch 

better predictive capability if it v/ere to be used as the basis  for 

signing,  or not signing,  an arms  limitation agreement.    In assessing 

the degree of accuracy necessary for the user's purpose, one criterion 

must be the alternative available for forecasting.    In statistical 

tests,  forecast performance is often compared to chance, but that may 

not be the relevant standard in a particular case. 

Another  issue we must address  is probability as opposed to deter- 

minism in the  theory.     Suppose we have  a Lneory which leads  to the 

following assertion:     If nations of  the wo^ld are ranked according 

:■■■   -   . . 

to military and economic capability,   the  first-ranked nation will 
:-> •■■'•-   J. ■>-••„■': 

always  initiate war with the secind-ranked nation,  if--and only if— 

the  letter's  rate of grovth in both military and economic capability 

relative  to  the  first-ran'/.ed nation will  load  to a reversal of ranks 

within five: years.     Such a statement  can be  contrasted with one which 

concludes  that   the  first-ranked nation  is morv'  likely to initiate war 

against  the second  if its projected economic  and military growth rate 

will cause  it   to overtake the  firs--ranked nation within five years. 

The  first statement claims  to contain  all   the conditions  that are 

necessary to produce  the projected outcome and  that  the outcome occurs 

every  ti;r.e  the  conditions are met.     The second assertion contends only 

that  t'ue  specified  copditions  tnCtOtM   'he  likelihood of the outcome. 

Although the example may seen -i bit  far-fetched,  some  theories  can 

MMMMMMM i**m*mm^^^ __          i in imaiiii 
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gc.xcjri'.te  forecacti which ara hold   to ha completely dctermiaed by  the 

COufiyiVatton of specified conditions; whereas others arc probabilistic 

theories,   the most sophisticated o£ tv'hich nray be able  to cstituate  the 

9 
probability assjeiaue'- vlth different possible uuzcumeb.  When the 

theory's specified prior condi'.ions are not related in a deterministic 

fashion to the cstinated outcome, a forecasting exercise ctinnoC provide 

insight into the theory's degree of "alidity without consideration of 

the impact of exogenous variohles. Moreover, even in the case of the 

deterministic theory, CttC lack of congruity between forecast and out- 

core cay lead no further than to recasting the relationship in probabi- 

listic terms. 

A deterministic theory yields a set of expected values in some 

future state but makes r.o provision for the outcome if the expected 

values do not occur. It is as if our theory projected the rate of 

decent of a hti.ll  of a c:rtain mass down an inclined plane having;'ait'""-v*= 

angle that is a certain number of degrees from horizontal, but taking 

no account of friction resulting the air density, the surface of the 

plaix ar.d ball, etc. Or, consider the example of theory that projects 

that a certain rate of economic development in- a less developed country 

will begin, at a given point, to generate a certain amount of capital. 

These theories neglect ;;hat happens if the forecasts are not fulfilled— 

the amount of friction drastically slows the ball or internal revolution 

The distinction between the projected outcomes from probabilistic as 

compared to dc-torministic thaories overlaps somewhat with Choucri's 

distinction between predictions and forecasts. We maintain, however, 
tluit ■ c2termini?-1: theory could still produce a forecast in Choucri's 

M C6f"3. S'Be her di3cussion in Chapter 1. : e a =; -? a s -.' o. u; 

-—'   . . - . ... .    J 
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slo-.;s capital fomatio:!.  If the dlstribtttloa of oi>t._omes r.round the 

projected one involve only gradual deviations, uc still misht give the 

theory "hi^h nar^j" even if sli-ht errors occur.  If the distribution 

of waSGMBM surrounding the one. that is ^urucasted tails off sharply, 

then a deteministic theory poses severe problems—particularly if 

the forecasted outconie is regarded as desirable and those around it 

appear undesirable. Thus, tor example, instead of capital formation 

a country experiences revolution. Therefore, although forecasts 

of a deterministic theory nay more readily be tested for their validity, 

inaccuracies may be more difficult to interpret (i.e., how far off is 

the actual outcome?) and pose serious difficulties for some purposes 

(e.g., policy analysis). 

There is a cou'-terpart in the reference system to the deterninistic- 

probabilistic characteristics of chcorLes. We must consider the actual 

distribution of the forecasted events in international relations. Are 

the occurrences considered unique and non-current or arc they repeated 

regularly? Examples of the former include the death of Mao or the 

acquisition of nuclear weapons by Japan. V/'tieroas "he latter include 

such things as changes in political losdarsflip of a country or the rate 

of diffusion of a technology.  If (JM ph^nu'nena that are the subject 

of the theory- reoccur in the rcftttinea »y*timt  we need to take into 

account the frequency of theic ap;>Rar.i:ice.  Are they frequent occurrences- 

such as diploraatic exchanges or trade r.-go^iations—or relatively less 

frcquent--such as inter-state wars or global economic depressions? 

Suppose that a theory foreoas's cHfi pctthiblllty of the outbreak of war 

under certain conditions is .75 and in subsequent actuality the conditions 

 ,    
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arc fulfilled but no war occurs.  Over a series of such forecasts v;e 

could establish V7hether tr.e forecasts correspond to events three-fourths 

c- tho elstt^^rovl-Iad ^.hät :hi elssi of prodLctjJ avar:t^ occurred vith 

MtticUat rtguUriSy seither with tl-.e set of conJitior.s specifiec ta 

the theory. Then \:a  v/ould have a situation comparable to that used 

in veather forecasts of precipitation.  ("The probability of rain in 

the next 24 hours is 80 percent—or more precisely, the probability of 

precipitation is 80 percent under conditions such as those that are 

expected to prevail in this locality during the next 24 hours.") Un- 

fortunately, there are numerous events in international relations that 

do not occur V7ith the frequency with which rain falls on n-any parts of 

the earth. Thus, we have a situation in which a theory can predict a 

pattern of occurrences which do not occur in the real world with suf- 

ficient rtjularity to assess with confidence for forecasts. 

One thoughtful cricic ras charged that in his previous writing on 

the subject, the first authjr has failed to consider that an error in 

forecasting (or other criterion for validating a model) can result from 

a uisiaterpretation of the reference system—or "real world"—rather 

than fro.-i an inadequate r.odel.   The charge highlights another problöra 

in the inferential relationship betvreen forecasts and theory. When an 

incongruity exists between fcrocasts and subsequent developments, one 

nisht ask '.vhether it results from the thaory--let us call it theory X-- 

thnt led co the forecasts that is unjatisfuctory or the theory—designated 

10 
See Chirl«! A.   r-o.-ll,   ^Validity  in Ccmplex Eyperimentation," Experimental 

StudU* in PolisUj  (1973). 

 ,    ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ 
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th2or>' Y--uscd  Lo observe and intcri-ret  the reference systcn?    MMR an 

astronomer calculates   fro-, deflecti;.-^  in  the novernent of other bodies 

in our solar system that a previously undetected planet should be 

observable  ac a certain  point  Ltt  s-jace  and none  is   f«MUUi(   U   the 

astronomer's  theory of  the misainü planet vrong or should IM re-e::anine 

the theory of optics or the theory for locating other objects in space 

relative  to the earth?    If a simulation forecasts a certain pattern of 

national economic growth which is not substantiated in subsequent 

economic activity as measured by the Gross National Product, do we re- 

exanine the simulation or the indicator of actual economic performance? 

Certainly, a committed scientist ought to consider all such avenues 

in cases of unconfirmed forecasts.     It ought to be possible for him to 

develop a strategy for determining which explanation for the lack of a 

confirmed forecast he should purs.-.c   First.     (Kas the theory of. optics 

been substantiated independently in other tests?    Does the present 

test use Off in ways UM measure has not previously been used?)    Given 

the relative nexvness of slntUtiOM   In international relations and the 

restricted presentation that txUM  In any simulati-.n,  it is easy to 

conclude that inaccurate forecasts  are  inducatLve of inadequate simula- 

tions.    Perhaps,  such inferences are  too easy.    Our conceptualizationö 

and observation  techniques in incemitior.al  relations have seldom been 

confirmed  in a systematic  fashion.     Ea  a gtven area of international 

relations  there nay te no definition of the key concepts, no explicit 

statement of assumptions,  and v~~y elastic measures  of observation. Under 

such circumstances,  the scholar nutC  be acutely sensitive to  the possibility 

that his BMM for verifying tho  lorocasts require careful examination. 

^ . — , , — , ,       •"---■ 
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Airhou^h it ij Always düoiralnu to chock the thcorLcs of observation 

and interpretation used in confimLng forecasts, the tendency to do so 

is greater the nore discrepancy occurs between forecast and subsequent 

e'-ä-ta. nAOChttV type of projleni irises in instance» in which ehe gjodr.e.iä 

Oi: fit ber..?;:i forecast and evar.ts jeez^  sub.itantial. Uow coafidencLy 

can v;e infer from such verisimilitude to the theory assumed to have 

accounted for the observed developmentr? There is the possibility that 

the cortcspondence of events and forecasts is the product of a spurious 

correlation, coincidence, or an overdetermined event. The appearance of 

a substantial goodness of fit that actually results from fortuity should 

be eliminated by repeated forecasting attempts that would reveal the 

coincidence as random error. Repeated tests should also reveal those 

situations which are ovardstermined—that is, outcomes that result from --. 

any of several different factors and all of which happen to be present 

in a given instance. Across a variety of forecast occasions, some of 

the relevant exogenous conditions may not occur, and those accounted 

for in the theory will be responsible for the observed result. Some- 

what more troubleso-e is the systematic error in the form of a spurious 

correlation. Although repeated forecast efforts may reveal the presence 

of this problem, one can put the theory in an operational form—or 

simulation--and conduct sensitivity tests to determine the effects of 

indivlJunl components on &• outcome v;hen other elements arc held 

constant. 

The reference to sensitivity testing as a means of checking on 

ifuriOU« correlations that might explain a high degree of accuracy in 

a far«C9i£ :^Enl.- .;.akes n point applic;.ble to all the issues discussed 

   J_  
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in this secCioc,  In order to clariiy these problems that can affect 

the assu-ed relationship between a forecast azid  the theory that generated 

it, lit BMSt e::ar?.ine diractly the theory. Tor spurious correlations, '..e 

want .'.o conduct sensicivlcy teats cm the theory- To decumine the 

implications for forecasting of the user's purpose, we need to examine 

the theory for its correspondence with such purposes. If we have a 

deterministic theory, we need to identify with special care the exogenous 

variables not contained in the theory that could alter the forecast. 

Should the theory predict rare events in the reference system, we need 

to establish estimates of our confidence in the theory independently of 

its forecasts of those infrequent occurrences.  (We will return to this 

point in the discussion of plausibility in the next section.) Again, in 

deciding between errors in theories that generate forecasts and error; 

in theories involved in assessing the actual occurrences in international 

politics, we must move outside thi» fo'recasts themselves. In short, 

issues that can affect our inferences about theory which are made from 

confirmed forecasts, require us to deal directly with the source. This 

observation is one reason why v/c confrftod th<)t  validity of more than the 

forecast itself requires that the source of the forecast be an explicit 

theory. Unless the source of th^ forecast ruvoals its components and 

their relationships, resolution of.   eftfl iil«UiM discussed in this section 

often becomes impossible. 

VALIDATING TIE FORECASTS 

Assuming thit  we want to  na'-.o inferonces about the future predictive 

capability of tha source of a forecast (a theory"^ and that we can manage 

II I        Mir-""-- IMlMllMIt—WMBIIIirM   IMf ■■ äMMMMHi iMMilUlMtllMlli^llMlllirilllHIIII II IlT—IM—ü 
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the I'.indo of ttiifLculties outlined  in  the previous  section,   the  tasl: rc- 

nair.j of dctcrrdning   UM  accuracy or goodness of fit betv/een the  forecast 

arvi   -■.^^•quor.-  «vtrntS.     .-■•.f-.?-  -ill  It  is  frotn this 1«$7M ou ettOgTUMOd 

SbAS   ■•-   rove  CJ  infert^.jeS  about  "ehe  "heory  zhat generated  the .t'orecaac 

In this  section v.-e consider t^vo aspects of validating forecasts—plausi- 

bility and eapirical verification. 

Although validation is often thought of as exclusively an empirical 

exercise, at the tir.s a forecast is made it attempt to describe future 

events  for which v;e have no immediate empirical capability for validating. 

Because this is  the case, and because the careful validation of forecasts 

can often be expansive in time and money, we ought to satisfy ourselves 

that such an effort is justified.    Of course,  this justification depends 

in part on  the user's  purpose.     It  should also depend on the plauoibility 

of  the  forecasts,   that  is,   the  contextual constraints which must not be 
■•  ■  -  ' - . -^ .. ^    _         . . . ■. 

exceeded if forecasts are to be taken seriously. We migi.: begin by con- 

sidering the caution of Kcwall and Simon who observe: 

The plausibility of a fundamental hypothesis about the 

world is alrr.ost ali.-ays time-dependent. Hypotheses are 

seldom plausible r.;hen they are new and have not yet 

been widely accep-ed.  If empirical evidence supports 

a hypothejis increasingly, and if the hypothesis suc- 

ceeds in providing explanations for a significant range 

of phenomena it beco.-es more and more plausible. 

- 

11 
A. Sauftll and H.A. Simon, tii.-nan Problem Solving (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 

??*r:l« üall, 197/),?. 19. 
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This psycholo^ical relationship botueon "plausibility" and "empirical 

success" niti^ätes asainst using plausibility as a sole criterion for 

validaiL-.a; fovecascs . '.'everthol'is J j ar,  IC u-.ter and Tnorsoa  r.ote, •.;•= 

WULU not iicvocute i.r.iportar.t policy cHtiajtyM in our accions ii- ch«j theo- 

retically predicted consequences were not at least plausible. Because 

this is the case, plausibility is likely to be a necessary although 

certainly not a sufficient condition for evaluating the validity of a 

forecast. This is especially true when our forecast assumes policy 

relevance. 

One method of estimating plausibility is to consult with people 

who deal with the empirical domain being projected. Policy planners, 

for example, often have expectationr, about the phenomena with which 

they operate routinely and they tttake informal judgments regarding the 

probable consequences of actions. TIu« evaluation of these experts 

offers a valuable source of infomauion.  Indeed, this is likely to be 

an area of the policy maker's comparative advantage with which social 

scientists interested in making policy inputs will have to pay more 

attention in the future. 

Another method of testing plausibility is to see whethsr the 

forecast violates any logical constrr" Lntis. Occasionally, a theory which 

generates plausible forecasts Wh«! ehe  valtUM of variables are held to 

expected or previous levels, yioldi ibsuvd results if certain values 

exceed "normal" levels.  For exympl;., education planners argued for a 

theory which predicted exponential earollncnt growth.  Predictions from 

12 A.  Kanter and S.J.  Thorson,   "The 'weapons  Procuriment Process:     Choosing 

Acong Conpating Theories," Public  Policy 20  (Fall 1972). 

. 
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tht theorj' sectr.ed to fit chc data vety veil until about 1950. After 

that point ths rajdcl predicced exceedingly largec student enrollnents. 

By the year 2050 the nurrier of U.S. college students was predicted to 

-:::ceed tU total pr^di-cec i^vulation of the UnltAd ii^aces.13 Sysuens 

stressing of this kind is frequently ignored becasue the theory makes 

quite plausible predictions in shorter time frames or for more normal 

ranges of events. A "quick and dirty" sensitivity test may reveal that 

much of the process about v.-hich a theory forecasts is not yet understood. 

Turning to the empirical aspects of validation, one of the important 

questions concerns how coich of a theory need be included in the statistical 

attempts at verification. In complex theories with a large number of 

variables, one possible strategy is to treat the theory in subdivisions 

with forecasts from each nodule. Obviously in large, rich theories it 

VTOuld be desirbale from both a financial aspect as well as a logical 

aspect to test subsecticr.s independently.  Computer costs reach astronomical 

levels when the number of variables and interrelationships becomes large. 

In addition, it becores increasingly difficult to identify the reason 

for erroro in forecasts when rsing numerous variables. This problem is 

especially acute when we have reason ^o believe that the independent 

variables are not linoraly independent of each other.^ Ando, Fisher 

13 
Tnis example  is  described more  fully in A.  Kanter and S.J. Thorson, 

"The HUpORJ  Pro-u-erent Process." 

^öee N.R. Draper and R.  Sr.iith, Applied Regression Analysts   (New York: 

Uiley,   1953),   *ad M.  Ezekiel and K.A. Fox,  Methods of Correlation?.1__ 

?:> v-js>io-:  agalvitj   {::z\i York:  Wilf-y, 1959). 

--■ 
 ^ttf^fljl  ,         ■till  — 
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and Sinon15, ho-.;evar, bave demonstrated that if Me  arc dealing vith 

linear systeas in our theory and our system is completely decomposable 

(tr-it is, the variance to be accounted for is cxpl.ina.b1.»." by the VftSiab«*i 

in each decomposed suoäet), we will not do an iojudtice to our theory 

by validating each of the subsections independently. They proceed to 

show that it is core frequently the case that the subsystems are only 

partially decomposable (most, but not all, variance is explanablc by 

variables within the subset). In such cases the subsystems can be 

treated independently only over short periods of time. Over long 

periods of time interaction between subsystems becomes dominant. Thus 

In longer range forecasting it is generally an unwise strategy to attempt 

to break a theory into more manageable subsets having fewer variables. 

This conclusion is similar to that of George who suggests that, at least 

for policy-making, theories with more variables may have greater utility. 

The number of statistical techniques potentially useful in testing 

the validity of forecasts is extremely large.   Most of them require 

additicnal assumptions not required in cross-sectional analysis, however. 

For example, if we want tc determine the relative importance of particular 

15A. Ando, F.M. Fisher, and li.A. Sioon, eds., Essays on the Structure 

of Social Science Ridels (CanbrLdie:  i!LT Press, 1963). 

16A. George, "Introduction," in A.L. Goorgc, D.K. Hall and U.R. liaoa« 

The Limits of C^ .ircive Dipl.)m:icy (floston: Little Brown, 1971), p. :-:vi. 

17for a discussion of specific bait*, ^ce T.ll. Naylor, ed., Corp'-.tcr 

Simulation E::perL-'.eats with ttodttll o-7 ."oonorüc Systems (Kew York: 

Wiley, 1971). 
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illdop«ad«at variables utisigj normal variance accounting tcclmiques 

Scaerally cho ordinary least squares is not an appropriate technique 

for testing the significance of each variable. Hibb>18 abates  that 

ii a.uzo  urrtlASlun occurs in our dltCUS&KlC« cenns, ordinary IMMC 

squares leads to a serious overestination of the impact of independent 

variables. This inpact can be subdivided into two particular classes, 

la the first case, when there are no lag variables in the analysis, tha 

overastication effects do not influence the prediction of the regression 

coefficient but they do affect the importance of the T test or the 

multiple R-. In the second case where lag variables are included in the 

analysis, not only are the above affects noticed, but the actual level 

of the regression coefficients is influenced in such a way that usually 

the non-lagged variables' importance is decreased and the lag variable's 

importance is increased. These increases and decreases can be of a 

magnitude of three to four hundred percent.- "*' - >'^'-—"—*--■.:-.- ..^ .-._;.. 

Another factor in the validation of forecasts from a theory is the 

need for coasistence in the level of aggregation employed in th^ theory, 

the forecast, and tha test data. If, for instance, the unit of time 

employed in our forecast is the foreign policy act but the data are 

aggregated into monthly or yearly units, the identification of the true 

cxplanitory variables is difficult.19 The reason is that the across 

13 
D.A. Kibbs,  "Problems of Statistical Estimation and Cau-.al  Inference 

in Dynamic,  Time-Series  degression Hodels."    Paper prepared  for 

delivery at  the  1972 meetings of the American Political Science 

At»0«tttiO(l|  tfa«! L:\y,tor.,  D.C, 

. L^SSgaaSaH --^thodj   (K«w Vork;    McGraw-Hill,   1972), 
r-; ? Ail:: Ctwstar 12. I 
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tine  flu'ctuairions  cor.sidered i:iport?.r.t  in naking  forecasts would be 

on 
lost or obscured in the larger units of analysis.   That particularly 

KO-'ttl viiults ^.ii\  be achieved t/ithouS due consideration of rhe Cheo- 

recical iriplicdwions for choosing difrerenc tin.d frarr.es or niaLing dif- 

fering assumptions about the auto regressive affects of error is certainly 

21 
not a new finding. Yule  demonstrated that varying the lags in one's 

data can produce contradictory expectations. 

22 
The inportance of the Ando and Fisher theory,  the summary of 

23 
auto correlative effects by Hibbs  and the levels of analysis problem 

is that particular care must be taken when one begins the statistical 

validation of forecasts. It is important to keep in mind that we cannot 

simply rely on statistical analysis free from theoretical concerns to 

derive a validated forecast. 
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20G.'M.. Orcutt, H.U. ITatts, and J,B,  Zduardii/'Data Aggregation and Infor- 

mation Loss," American Ecoaoolc  Pcviev; r)3  (September ISoS). 

G.U. Yule,   "Why Do We Sometimsä COC SbASMlM Correlations Betn/een 

Time--Serics?" Journal of  th«  royal  '.itatisticul  Society, LXXX1X 

(January 1926). 

22A.  Ando,  F.M.  Fisher,  and h.A.  Simon,  Essays on  the Structure of 

losUl  Science >!od»U. 

23D.A,  Hibbs,   "Problems of BMStoical  F-stimation." 
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